Voted to recommend Khaki Cooper to the Governor for official appointment as an ICC parent representative.

Learned about the statewide early intervention services provided by NMSBVI.

Learned about the benefits of early intervention supports and services from the ICC Parent Panel.

Learned about the Children’s Cabinet Goals and the Early Childhood Education & Care Department.

Endorsed the DOH request for the FIT FY20 supplemental and the FY21 rate increase and base increase. Gave the ICC Executive Committee the authority to support these increases.

Voted to accept the Lead Agency Report and the FIT Budget and Expenditure Report.

Discussed the LFC Audit Executive Summary Highlights and Recommendations for the FIT Program.

Voted to give the ICC Executive Committee the authority to respond to the LFC Report and provide correct information.

Learned about Senate Bill 230 supporting CARA amendments to CAPTA, reporting requirements and timelines, and Plans of Care for substance-exposed newborns.

Voted to accept ICC Committee Reports.